Breast imaging radiologists at Rush partner with each woman to provide personalized, precision breast screening. Our team is just one part of a large group of expert breast specialists throughout the Rush system who offer the best available, cutting edge, comprehensive care. At Rush we offer 2-D and 3-D mammography at sites across our system, and we are one of the few health systems in the Chicago area to offer 3-D wide angle mammography technology, which we believe is superior in detecting small breast cancers. We are also one of the only academic medical centers in Illinois to perform risk assessment screening and refer patients to a high-risk protocol when guidelines dictate. Our program continues to grow in size and scope, with locations in Chicago, Oak Park and Oak Brook.

Our Capabilities

- Rush has the largest fleet in the United States of the new automated breast ultrasound (ABUS) 2.0 screening system for women who have dense breasts. ABUS provides a 3-D reconstructed ultrasound image of the entire breast, which allows our diagnostic radiologists to easily see through dense tissue.
- Wide angle tomosynthesis (3-D mammogram)
- FAST Breast MRI — scan time is less than 10 minutes and provides the same excellent clinical quality.
- Contrast enhanced mammography
- Breast imaging guided biopsies including stereotatic, ultrasound and MRI
- Pre-operative localizations with the newest Savi Scout technology

At Rush, mammograms are read only by physicians specializing in breast imaging, offering the highest level of expertise and the best outcomes for patients.

The breast imaging team works closely with the breast cancer team at Rush — which includes medical oncologists, breast surgeons, advanced practice providers and others — to create personalized care plans for patients.

Rush is designated as a Breast Imaging Center of Excellence by the American College of Radiology. In keeping with the Rush mission for innovation, we are pursuing novel technologies for innovation, we are pursuing novel technologies for higher risk women who choose not to obtain traditional breast MRI.
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Locations

Regenstein Breast Imaging Center  
Rush University Medical Center  
(Screening and Diagnostic)  
1725 W. Harrison St.  
Chicago, IL 60612  
(312) 942-2027

Rush Oak Park Hospital  
(Screening and Diagnostic)  
520 S. Maple Ave.  
Oak Park, IL 60304  
(708) 660-6266

Rush South Loop  
(Screening and Diagnostic)  
1411 S. Michigan Ave.  
Chicago, IL 60605  
(312) 942-2027

Rush Oak Brook  
(Screening and Diagnostic)  
2011 York Road  
Oak Brook, IL 60523  
(312) 942-2027